INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPLACING EASY SYSTEM CLIPS
2 PART POLE
GENTLY prise open the triangular cut outs on the sides of the grey adjusting clip (try using a flat head
screwdriver to do this). The clip should now release itself from the pole to which it is attached.
Pull and twist the clip and take off in the direction of the arrows. This will separate the poles from each
other. The clip will now be on the “smaller” pole. To take the clip off this pole, you must first de-press
the slider on the clip and remove the clip in the direction of the arrows. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO
REMOVE THE SLIDER IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION AS IT WILL GET JAMMED. (This is due to
the pole being purposely misshapen at the opposite end to prevent one pole from falling out of
another).
You can now slide the new clip on to the “smallest” pole making sure it goes on in the reverse order.
Line up the arrows on either side of the clip with the 2 holes on either side of the “larger” pole and lock
into place.
3 PART POLE
On this particular pole there are 2 adjusting clips, the smaller of the 2 clips will need to be removed
before attempting to replace the larger one.
GENTLY prise open the triangular cut outs on the sides of the grey adjusting clip (try using a flat head
screwdriver to this). The clip should now release itself from the pole to which it is attached.
Pull and twist the clip and take off in the direction of the arrows. This will separate the poles from each
other. The clip will now be on the “smallest” diameter pole. To take the clip off this pole, you must first
de-press the slider on the clip and remove the clip in the direction of the arrows. DO NOT ATTEMPT
TO REMOVE THE SLIDER IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION AS IT WILL GET JAMMED. (This is
due to the pole being purposely misshapen at the opposite end to prevent one pole from falling out of
another).
Next prise open the arrows on the clip attached to the “largest” pole in the same way. This clip will
now be on the “medium” pole and can only be taken off in the direction of the arrows as above.
You can now start to put the 3 part pole back together (in reverse order) by first fitting the larger of the
2 clips onto the “medium” size pole, which in turn fits into the larger pole. Lock the adjusting clip into
position and then do exactly the same with the smaller clip/pole, locking into position on the medium
pole.
The 3-part pole should now be ready for use.

WE APPRECIATE THAT THESE INSTRUCTIONS PROBABLY SOUND QUITE COMPLICATED!
IF AT ANY POINT YOU GET STUCK PLEASE CONTACT US ON 01274 306811.
IT IS MUCH EASIER TO DESCRIBE OVER THE PHONE.

